
SocialSocial simulationsimulation is a relatively new and rapidly expanding field
with applications across the academic research community. Both
micro-simulation and agent-based modelling have been widely
adopted within economics, sociology and geography. Simulation
models have also provoked high levels of interest in healthcare
research, anthropology and political science. Policy interest is
substantial at local and national government levels in a range of
forecasting scenarios, including transport, housing, education and
healthcare, and within the private sector.

The NationalNational ee--InfrastructureInfrastructure forfor SocialSocial SimulationSimulation (NeISS)
project will undertake a coordinated programme of productionising
services and furthering uptake through community engagement to
create a sustainable, long-term platform for social simulation with
potential for major strategic impact, both in the UK and
internationally.

National e-Infrastructure for

Social Simulation

The aims of our project are:
 to respond to a growinggrowing demanddemand for powerful simulation tools
by both social scientists and policymakers;
 develop socialsocial simulationsimulation exemplarsexemplars to demonstrate and
evaluate use of e-Infrastructure for innovative research
 integrateintegrate toolstools with institutional resources (e.g., repositories,
computation) and national e-Infrastructure (grid services, data,
digital archives) to support the key steps in the simulation
lifecycle:
 facilitate resourceresource discoverydiscovery, data management, model
deployment, visualisation, curation and publishing of social
simulations for sharing, discovery and re-use;
 establish standardsstandards andand frameworksframeworks for e-Infrastructure;
 work with keykey stakeholdersstakeholders to raise awareness; build
capacity; and provide new services to facilitate greater
engagement in research and policy-making.

Background Aims and Objectives

The infrastructure consists of four interacting layers
The first is a serviceservice layerlayer comprising the fundamental components on
which simulation depends. These are data access, modelling and
analysis tools, and visualisation.
The second is a compositioncomposition layerlayer in which individual services are
composed into workflows and then published as coherent entities.
The architecturearchitecture layerlayer provides tools and methods needed to provide
portal access to simulation services and workflows, and to combine these
into domain-specific exemplars.
In the deploymentdeployment layerlayer, the exemplars will be made available to users;
awareness raising events and training activities will build the user
community and its skills-base.

Use Case for Urban Planning

A simulation showing changes in traffic pollution in Leeds 2016,
assuming two new Supertram routes (north-east and north-west ).
[Red/ Orange: major improvement; Green: no change)
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Architecture

A planner wants to evaluate the impact of measures to control traffic over the
next 5/10/15 years. The e-Infrastructure could be effected through the following
stages:

Access some baseline demographic data about the city

Execute a simulation of the traffic system

Visualise simulation outputs

Run a dynamic model to assess future patterns

Publish simulation results to a portal

Review and repeat simulations to gauge the effect of policy options


